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STATEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

This document and the information it contains is the work product of The Calendaring and Scheduling Consortium ("Consortium" or "CalConnect"), and as such, the Consortium claims all rights to any intellectual property contained herein.

STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATE USAGE

1. This document is an in-progress working document of The Calendaring and Scheduling Consortium, intended for eventual publication and public availability. This is not a final document and may be changed substantially before final publication. Reviewers are cautioned against copying, quoting, or extracting any information from this document or making any decisions or conclusions based upon this version of this document.

2. This document has been made available for external (public) review and comment as part of the Consortium development process. Reviewers of this document are invited to submit comments and suggestions for improvement to the Consortium.

3. As information in preliminary form can cause confusion if used prematurely in ways that are relied upon by others, the Consortium asks that reviewers refrain from using the document in any way other than for review and comment until it is published in its final form without notifying the Consortium, and if possible keeping the Consortium aware of your usage.

TRADEMARKS

All terms used in this document that are known to be trademarks or service marks have been appropriately capitalized; however the Consortium cannot guarantee that its information is accurate in all cases. The use of any trademark or service mark in this document should not be taken as affecting its validity.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

THIS DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION IT CONTAINS IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, FROM THE CONSORTIUM, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, AND THE ORGANIZATIONS ITS CONTRIBUTORS REPRESENT OR ARE SPONSORED BY (IF ANY), INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.
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